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Laws on leave, overtime and social media are changing fast. Are you keeping up? 

by Steve Bates  2/9/2016 

ith only four employees, the firm was so small that it didn’t think it necessary to 
update its employee handbook after New York City enacted the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act in 2013. 
The statute requires reasonable employment accommodations for expectant workers. 

Then, when one of its employees became pregnant, the employer determined that it could not operate 
short-handed during her absence. By relying on its handbook, which made no reference to the city law, 
management apparently concluded that it had the right to fire any employee at will, and the company 
terminated the pregnant woman. 

It shouldn’t come as a surprise that she filed a lawsuit—or that she won her case, says Albert Rizzo, an 
employment attorney who practices in New York City. 

This incident underscores the importance of regularly updating your company’s handbook, as well as 
your organization’s underlying policies and procedures. Not only are state, federal and local laws 
changing rapidly, so too is the technology shaping how people work today. It’s now essential for HR to 
make handbook revisions, with the input of legal counsel, at least once a year. 

“The handbook is a living organism that needs to be changed constantly,” Rizzo says. 



An employee handbook lays out how the employer wants employees to be treated and how workers are 
expected to behave. But it can do more: It can make a clear statement about an organization’s brand 
and culture, and it can serve as a tool to attract, engage and retain top talent. “It’s an introduction to 
who we are,” says Julia Grafton, an HR generalist at Boston-based architecture firm Shepley Bulfinch. 

Handbooks need not include every detail of an employer’s policies or every provision of the laws 
impacting the workplace. Rather, they should be worded carefully so that the HR department is not 
boxed in. For example, it’s best to leave out the nitty-gritty of the company’s severance policy and to 
avoid speculating on possible future changes to overtime pay rules in order to preserve flexibility. In 
addition, the handbook should include a disclaimer that it is not an employment contract; provisions 
affecting such disclaimers vary by state. 

As we work through the early months of 2016, here are the top 10 areas where handbook updates may 
be needed: 

Collective Bargaining 

In a series of cases in recent years, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has made it clear that 
companies must protect their employees’ free speech rights. These rights extend not only to 
watercooler conversations but also to discussions on social media about pay, working conditions and 
unpopular bosses. 

Tips for an Effective Handbook 

 Be concise. But don’t be too legalistic in wording. 

 Be original. Don’t borrow language from other organizations. 

 Be careful. Have legal counsel review it at least annually. 

Many companies are concerned—rightfully so—about workers disclosing confidential business 
information, so they have created rules that attempt to restrict what employees can say to colleagues 
and people outside the organization. When these policies are overly broad, according to the NLRB, they 
violate collective bargaining rights—even when there has been no effort made to form a union. The 
agency has initiated enforcement actions against employers for this offense. Handbooks can prohibit 
employees from revealing confidential business information, such as data on vendors and customers, 
but the text should avoid any language that could be interpreted as infringing on speech and actions 
that the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects. 

“Employers need to engage in a delicate balancing act here,” says Melinda Figeley, vice president of HR 
consulting services at NFP in Austin, Texas. 



Social Media and Data Privacy 

Many people today perform work-related tasks on personal smartphones and tablets. They conduct 
personal business and participate in social media on these devices as well. Handbooks must make it 
clear that employees have no right of privacy while accessing social media at work or on company-
owned equipment. In one incident, a person was found to be using Facebook via a work laptop for 
almost two hours every day, Rizzo says. Because of a clear policy in the employee handbook, the 
organization was able to terminate the individual. 

The proliferation of devices creates data protection issues for companies, too. Handbooks should state 
that workers cannot disclose proprietary information—with the exception of speech protected by the 
NLRA. Make sure employees are clearly instructed not to download apps onto a device that contains 
employer information and not to click on links in unsolicited e-mails. Your handbook also should warn 
workers not to leave a device used for work in a car and should require them to report a lost or stolen 
company-provided phone or tablet immediately. Finally, it should state that, when a person leaves the 
organization, his or her devices can be wiped clean of the employer’s data. 

Reasonable Accommodations 

Employees are entitled to reasonable accommodations under certain circumstances, such as for physical 
and mental health conditions; for religious beliefs, practices and observances; and for pregnancy, 
childbirth and related medical issues. (Several states and localities have enacted laws protecting 
pregnant workers as well.) But not all workers who might want an accommodation—or who qualify for 
one—make a clear statement requesting one. 

Employers should spell out in their handbooks not only the legal bases for accommodations but also the 
company’s intention to comply with them when reasonable. Managers must be put on notice that, if a 
worker mentions a condition that might qualify, they should ask if the employee is seeking an 
accommodation. 

“Your handbook should be clear about when, in what circumstances and to whom requests for 
accommodations should be made,” says Joshua A. Druckerman, an employment attorney with New York 
City-based White Harris. 



Retaliation 

Many handbooks say the organization will not tolerate retaliation, which in recent years has been the 
most common charge brought by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). But not 
all such passages state that they protect witnesses and others who participate in an investigation of a 
retaliation claim. “This is often a major gap in EEO [equal employment opportunity] policies,” says 
Jonathan A. Segal, a partner at the law firm Duane Morris in Philadelphia. 

In addition, the handbook should state that the employer cannot promise confidentiality for people who 
make retaliation complaints. Instead, it can say that their identities will be revealed only on a need-to-
know basis. The process must be fair for both the person making the retaliation claim and the individual 
who is being accused. 

Jason Carney, HR director at Indianapolis-based WorkSmart Systems, a professional employer 
organization, says that numerous for-profit companies include a whistle-blower protection provision to 
underscore their commitment to treating employees justly. 

A retaliation claim may also accompany a discrimination charge, Segal notes. An expensive judgment or 
settlement can follow. For example, a man complained to his HR department that he was being 
subjected to age bias and, within a week, he was fired, according to a suit filed on the worker’s behalf by 
the EEOC. In 2013, a federal judge in Colorado awarded him $675,000 in the case, which alleged 
discrimination and retaliation by his former employer, RadioShack. 

Wages and Payroll 

Two pay-related issues—unauthorized overtime and improper deductions from workers’ pay—
frequently trip up employers and should be addressed in writing to minimize legal liability. With respect 
to the first issue, employers are watching to see what happens with the proposed changes to the federal 
overtime regulations, although it is too early to know what handbook revisions will be necessary as a 
result. 

It’s not uncommon for people to work more hours in a pay period than planned. Federal law makes it 
clear that, if employees qualify for overtime, they must be paid for the additional work they do outside 
their normal hours. However, companies should state in their handbooks that employees may not work 
overtime without advance permission from their manager and that managers can discipline employees 
after they work unapproved overtime. It also should be made clear that nonexempt employees should 



not access job-related e-mails or conduct other business outside of work hours, which can trigger pay 
issues. 

If an organization makes an improper deduction from a worker’s pay, it can correct the mistake, 
including through the payment of overtime wages if warranted. If it corrects the mistake, the employer 
might qualify for a U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) safe harbor provision shielding it from government 
penalties. The handbook should spell out practices that the company engages in—and does not engage 
in—with regard to pay, noting that it will make good-faith efforts to correct mistakes when alerted to 
them. 

When the DOL offers a safe harbor, Segal says, “grab it.” 

State-Specific Laws 

States have passed several significant employment laws in recent years, and municipalities are joining 
the trend. Every employer is responsible for staying abreast of changes to laws and regulations that 
impact its worksites, and then adjusting policies and practices accordingly. Employee handbooks cannot 
be amended every time a new law or rule takes effect, of course, but at least once a year they should be 
updated to reflect the most recent and important changes. 

For example, as of July 2015, California law requires employers to provide workers with paid sick leave; 
according to the National Conference of State Legislatures, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Oregon 
have similar measures. California, New Jersey and Rhode Island mandate paid family leave. Some states 
require time off for emergency responders or disaster workers. And a new California law is designed to 
close the wage gap between men and women by requiring companies to justify differences in pay 
between the sexes for the same work. 

Leave Benefits 

While a handful of states and localities continue to push the envelope regarding paid and unpaid leave, 
some companies have decided that offering additional leave is just good business. 

Several big corporations, largely in the tech sector, have unveiled generous parental leave policies 
within the past year. Among them are Facebook, Netflix, Amazon, Microsoft and Johnson & Johnson. 
Other benefits now being offered by some employers include pay during domestic-violence-related 
leave; jury duty leave; and blood, organ or tissue donation leave. 



Options for Multistate Employers 

 A single handbook. Include all state and local variations in topical sections. 

 Multiple versions. Tailor each handbook version to each company location. 

 A back-end approach. Deal with state-specific issues in addenda. 

Such provisions can promote workers’ well-being and boost employee morale, as well as enhance the 
image and brand of the organization. 

If an organization offers leave benefits beyond those required by law, it should make a declarative 
statement about this in its handbook. “It sets forth the company philosophy: ‘We don’t just comply with 
what the law says,’ ” says Gordon Berger, a partner with the Ford & Harrison law firm in Atlanta. “And it 
eliminates ambiguity.” 

Attendance 

Employers must be careful how they treat a worker who is not eligible for leave under the federal Family 
and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) or who has exhausted such leave. He or she might still be eligible for 
leave under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Your handbook should note that a person might 
qualify for leave under the ADA as a reasonable accommodation. 

“In many cases, the ADA trumps the FMLA when an employee’s own medical condition requires an 
accommodation, regardless of whether the accommodation is needed on the employee’s first day of 
employment or once they are covered under the FMLA,” Carney says. “Failure to update employee 
handbooks to outline the accommodation procedures and provisions for how things like benefit 
premium payments are handled while an employee may be on a personal leave of absence can result in 
headaches for any company with 15 or more employees.” 

Employers are urged to perform a thorough individual assessment of each person who takes federally 
protected leave, and that practice should be emphasized in writing. Make it clear that workers will not 
be punished for legitimate absences from work. 

Smoking and Marijuana Use 



Gone are the days when HR had to worry only about hammering out clear rules regarding cigarette 
smoking at work. Today, the use of e-cigarettes and new laws legalizing medical or recreational 
marijuana necessitate more-complex and more-nuanced policies. 

Handbooks that do not mention e-cigarettes specifically should be revised to do so, treating them like 
any other tobacco product. The text should set forth restrictions on where tobacco can be used, such as 
not inside the building and at least 30 feet from an external door, and should clearly state that e-
cigarettes and other tobacco products are covered under the smoking policy. 

Generally, marijuana used for recreational and medical purposes can be treated like other drugs. In 
addition to barring consumption at work, employers in most—but not all—states can dictate that 
employees not be under the influence of alcohol, illegal drugs and even legal drugs that impair them 
significantly while on the job. 

State laws on marijuana are in flux, however, and court interpretations of them are sparse. Arizona, 
Delaware and Minnesota prohibit organizations from firing an employee for a positive marijuana test if 
the person holds a valid medical marijuana registration card. Some states limit adverse actions against 
workers for a positive drug test if there is no evidence of work-related impairment. In 2014, a Michigan 
court approved unemployment compensation benefits for a medical marijuana user. Yet marijuana 
possession remains a federal crime. 

LGBT Rights 

A seminal 2015 U.S. Supreme Court decision held that states must permit and recognize same-sex 
marriages. As a result, companies must provide to same-sex married couples the same health and 
retirement benefits that they offer to other wedded individuals. There may be some flexibility with 
health insurance requirements if the employer is self-insured, but the risk of discrimination claims 
remains. 

Laws and regulations are still evolving regarding employment rights of those in the lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender (LGBT) community. More than 20 states and many municipalities recently expanded 
their anti-discrimination protections to include transgender individuals. Moreover, the EEOC has 
asserted that gender identity is included within Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. And in 2015, an 
eye clinic in Lakeland, Fla., agreed to pay $150,000 to resolve a federal lawsuit alleging sex 
discrimination against a transgender individual who was fired. 

Given the controversy and emotion that these issues generate, some employers use their handbooks to 
express their intention to treat all employees equally and fairly regardless of their marital status, sexual 
orientation or sexual identity. Such a statement can be added to an existing provision declaring that the 



organization does not discriminate unlawfully on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, age, 
disability, political affiliation and the like. It’s worth the effort to be sensitive in these areas. 

Steve Bates is a freelance writer in the Washington, D.C., area and a former writer and editor for SHRM. 

 



Employee Referral Program

Personnel Records

Rehire Policy

Advancement of Wages

On-Call Employees and On-Call Pay

Bonus or Incentive Programs

E) TIME OFF

Vacation

Personal Time

Holidays

Bereavement Leave

Jury Duty

Military Leave

Time Off to Vote

Absence Due to Illness

Leave Under Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

Child Care Leave Policy

Parental Leave Policy

School Visitation

Leave of Absence Without Pay

Facility Shut Down / Snow Days

Victims Leave Policy

F) EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Disclaimer

Health Insurance

Dental Insurance

Flexible Spending Account

Group Life Insurance

Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance

Long Term Disability

Retirement Plan

401(k) Plan

Individual Account Pension Plan

Profit Sharing

A) INTRODUCTION

No Contract and At Will Disclaimer

Receipt for Employee Handbook

Welcome

Statement of Philosophy

County History

Organizational Chart

Definitions

B) GENERAL EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

Equal Employment Opportunity Policy Statement

Non-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy

Immigration Reform and Control Act Policy Statement

Americans with Disabilities Act Policy Statement

Occupational Safety and Health Act Policy Statement

Conflict of Interest and Outside Employment Statement

Confidential Nature of Work and Non-Disclosure

Confidentiality Agreement Form

C) EMPLOYMENT

Initial Employment Period (aka Introductory Period,

Probationary Period)

Employee Categories

Transfers and Promotions

Employment of Minors

D) COMPENSATION

Performance Management and Compensation Programs

Performance Management Program Schedule

Job Classifications and Pay Scales

Payment of Salary and Explanation of Mandatory Deductions

Overtime Pay

Compensatory Time (in public sector only)

Work Time and Breaks

Job Sharing

Flexible Work Time and Flexible Time

Time Records

The policies in BOLD are suggested for all county governments.

SAMPLE SELECTED POLICIES FOR AN

EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK

continued on page 2



H) LEAVING (XYZ) COUNTY

At-Will Disclaimer

Resignation

Dismissals

Immediate Dismissals Misconduct

Dismissals Other Than Immediate Termination

Layoff / Recall

Post Resignation / Termination Procedures

Consolidate Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

(COBRA) Notification

NOTE: Although Safety and Health is mentioned

as a matter of policy in the handbook, it is generally

documented separately and specific training is

required. Some of the documentation and topics

include (but are not limited to):

Exposure Control Plan

Disaster Recovery / Emergency Evacuation Plan

Hazard Communication Plan

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)

Others as required

F) EMPLOYEE BENEFITS continued

Short-Term Disability Benefits

Workers’ Compensation Benefits

Service Recognition

Education Assistance and Tuition Reimbursement Policy

Membership Dues

Discounts on Company Products or Services

G) ON-THE-JOB

Attendance, Punctuality and Dependability

Drug and Alcohol Abuse

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

Appearance and Code of Conduct

Anti-Nepotism Policy (Hiring of Relatives or Significant Others)

Romantic or Sexual Relationships

Violence in the Workplace

Disciplinary Procedures

Accidents and Emergencies

On-the-Job Injury First Aid Kits or Health Services

Open Door Policy

Internal Complaint Procedures

Solicitations, Distributions, and Use of Bulletin Boards

Building Access and Security

E-mail and Internet Policy

Employer Information and Property

Voice Mail Policy

Telecommuting Policy

Telephone Service Monitoring Practices

Personal Phone Calls and Cellular Phone Usage

Use of Company Equipment and Computer Systems

Internal Investigations and Searches

Reference Checks

Smoking Policy

Tape Recording Policy

Travel and Expenses

Suggestion System

Parking Policy

Cleanliness of Company and Lunch Facility

Conflict of Interest

Conducting Personal Business on Company Time

Visitor Policy

Personal Belongings

Social Events

SAMPLE SELECTED POLICIES FOR AN EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK Page 2 of 2

Source: Rogers HR Consulting  •  www.rogershr.com



A) POLICY UPDATES

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Policy Statement

ADA Policy to include the recent Illinois law regarding Pregnancy Discrimination in the Workplace with Lactation policy

Remove use of potentially inflammatory or subjective wording

Ensure all Compensation policies manage prorating pay and carry over

Drug testing consistency among Employee Medical Exam, Drug and Alcohol Use and Drug and Alcohol Testing

Electronic Device and Electronic Communication Use Policy

Equal Employment Opportunity Policy reflects the current changes to the EEOC

Ensure Family Medical Leave Act statement of policy provides employees a thorough explanation of their benefit rights

and includes the Military Family Leave provisions.

Handheld cell phones and other handheld communication devices when operating company motor vehicles under current

Illinois law

Illinois Victim’s Economic Security and Safety Act (VESSA)

National Labor Relations Board action on Social Media, Confidentiality, Internet Use and Concerted Activities

School Visitation Leave Policy

Performance Management Policy

Remove the word “probationary” and replace it with “introductory” which minimizes the promise of pay if released early

Smoking Policy referencing Illinois Smoke Free Workplace Act of 2008

Weapons in the Workplace/Concealed Carry

Workplace Safety Program Policy

Policies that may need to be added or expanded to county handbooks.

POLICY UPDATE SUGGESTIONS

EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK


